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Abstract 
Power Transformer is most expensive apparatus of electrical power system. When Power 
transformer is energized from the de energized state, it experiences a large amount of 

current which is known as inrush current. Inrush current impacts on winding of 

transformer, causes of generation of harmonics and related Problems of power quality. 
Here, the effects of inrush current on power system and types of inrush current are 

elaborated. Also methods for the inrush current mitigation by suitable means are 
discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Power Transformer is one of the most important and expensive device of power system network. 

Transformer is static equipment of power system network which transfer the electric energy from 

one circuit to another circuit without change in frequency. When transformer energized large amount 

of current is flow through the transformer primary winding called inrush Current [1]. Inrush current is 

10 to 15 times than that of the rated current. In transformer inrush current remains high for several 

cycle but it is slowly decreases and after some cycle it is reach at rated value of current. Inrush current 

is either positive or negative direction due to its asymmetric properties. The inrush current has 

numerous effects such as voltage distortion, harmonics, mechanical stress and mal operation of 

protective relay. Maximum amount of inrush current is drawn by transformer when voltage is applied 

to the transformer while there will be an instant of crossing through zero in voltage waveform. 

Because, at the moment of transformer energization, secondary winding of transformer is open so 

primary act as simple inductance. If applied voltage of power transformer is at zero degree,the inrush 

current is maximum. Inrush current never generates any permanent fault in transformer but still that 

creates the major problems in power system. So focus on the minimization of this incipient current is 

essential in the power system Operation. Inrush current can be classified to three   categories as 

follows. 

 

 

1. Energization inrush: Energization inrush current is mainly produced due to multiple times 

energization of power transformer (Switching Phenomena), It results due to residual flux(Remanance) 

which always remains  in core of transformer due to Ferro magnetic properties of the transformer core 

material [2]. 

2. Recovery inrush: This is type of inrush current is mainly generated when applied Voltage to the 

power transformer is becoming normal (restore) after being subjected to the  some kind of system 

disturbances(Fault appearance) and upon its complete removal[2].  

3. Sympathetic inrush: Such type of inrush current is mainly seen in Power System when numbers of 

transformers are connected parallel and another one is energized to connect across it. That newly 

energized transformer creates disturbance in the magnetic field   of the remaining transformers of 

network [2]. 

II. Factors Affecting the Inrush Current 

Some factors which are responsible for inrush current in transformer are: 

Switching angle: Switching angle of voltage depends on instant of transform energization as 

per below equation of flux in transformer is given as below when the supply voltage to the 

transformer is [3].As we know that, 
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 𝒗 = 𝑉𝑚 sin(wt + α)  ----------------------- (1) 

 𝒗 = ndΦ/dt ---------------------------------- (2) 

Φ = Φr + Φm cos(α) − Φm cos(wt + α) … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … (3)  

Where α = Switching Instant. 

 From equation (3) derived values of flux for the various angle of switching instants are listed as 

follows: 

Table I. Switching angle Vs. Flux Amount  

 

Switching 

Instant 

Flux Amount 

α = 0° ∅ = 3∅m 

α = 45° ∅ = 2.12∅m 

α = 90° ∅ = 2∅m 

 

It is obviously noted that inrush current depends on mainly two factors called residual flux and 

switching angle of supply voltage as shown. It is clearly seen that in equation 1, when switching 

instant of the voltage is zero(α = 0°) and ϕr = ϕm then the amplitude of the flux is three times of the 

maximum flux (with w=wt) and to realization of this situation(∅= 3∅m),Primary winding of the 

transformer draws very huge amount of magnetizing current,  

 

Fig. 1 Inrush Phenomena at voltage switching with zero angle 

 

The inrush current can be spitted into two parts called decaying DC and Distorted AC components. 

The rate of the decay of this inrush current   is usually very fast for the first few cycles and then 

progressively become slow 

           

 

Fig. 2 Voltage, flux and current at instant of inrush phenomena with remenance 
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The typical wave shape of inrush current is as shown below: 

 

Fig.3 Typical Inrush Current Waveform 

Residual flux density: Transformer is made using the ferromagnetic materials and due to its core 

hysteresis properties, little amount of flux remaining inside  the core material after de energization 

which is known as “residual flux” and the property is called “retentivity” of that material. 

 

Fig. 4 Inrush Phenomena with switching with zero angle without remenece. 

Inrush current is due to remanance, which again depends on the magnetic characteristics of material of 

the core. Peak value o residual flux is usually taken as about 85 to 90 percentage of its maximum i.e. 

the saturation value for different types of material respectively [1].  Table show the value of residual 

flux (in Wb) for different ratings of power transformer.  

Table II. Transformer Residual flux for various ratings of Transformers. 

Transformer 

(KVA) 

300  80 50000 

Residual 

Flux (Wb) 

0.3  0.8  13.0  

 

Value of residual flux in transformer can be obtained by de energization instant of transformer. 

Residual flux measurement is used for deciding the optimal instant of transformer energization for 

minimizing the inrush current in control switching techniques [4]. 

Series resistance: The resistance of line between transformer and sources is the prime parameter in 

case of inrush current. The damping effect offered by series resistance realized between the 

transformer and the source reduces initial inrush current maximally and also speed up its decay rate 

for inrush current. Transformer which is nearer to the source generally has higher inrush current than 

others because of the low resistance of line. [1].  

Source impedance: The peak value of inrush current in the transformer can be determined by the 

source impedance in the power system. The maximum inrush can be transferred if when transformer 

primary winding impedance and source impedance is same or transformer impedance is lower than 

that of the source impedance. The transformer inrush current and impedance between the sources and 

the energized transformer creates temporary voltage sags for the little time duration.[5]. 

Inrush under load: The inrush current crest is affected little by power factor of load when the 

transformer is switched on load condition. When the transformer is switched on under heavy load 
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(while power factor close to unity), the peak value of inrush current is very less. As Power factor 

reduces, the inrush current peak is become higher [6]. 

Size of transformer: The value of inrush current is depends upon the size of Power transformer. The 

large Power transformer having high ratings more than 1000 KVA produces lower inrush current for 

longer time duration in terms of seconds while small rated power transformer of (less than1000 KVA) 

is generates higher inrush current for small time duration in terms of milliseconds [7]. 

III. Effects of inrush current 

Voltage distortion: When transformer is energized, and if transformer impedance is smaller than the 

source impedance, voltage drop will occurs due to inrush current phenomena called voltage distortion. 

It may affect the industrial costumer using sensitive load and equipment used in medical field etc. [5]. 

Harmonics: In the transformer inrush current, second order harmonics are predominant due to its 

asymmetric properties of material. The key reason is that when inrush current start it pulsates in any 

of the positive or negative direction and instead of full wave that will become half wave where 

frequency is considered as100 Hz.(i.e. for supply of 50Hz frequency)[6]. 

 

   Fig. 5 Harmonics contents in Inrush Current 

Table III. Contents of Harmonics in transformer Inrush current. 

Order of 

Harmonic 

Amplitude 

(in%) 

DC 50 to 70% 

2nd 63 to 80% 

3rd 30 to 50% 

4th 5 to 6% 

5th 4 to 5% 

6th 3 to 3.8% 

7th 2 to 2.5% 

Stress on transformer winding: During inrush current phenomena in transformer, two types of main 

forces acting on the transformer winding as per the Flemings law.  

1. Radial force: Radial force occurs during inrush current tries to increase the diameter of winding 

2. Axial force: Axial force occurs during inrush current produces thrusts on the winding towards 

ground which changes the sizes and able to damage the transformer winding [9] [10]. 

Malfunction of protective relay: At the time of transformer energization, its draw inrush current at the 

amount of 10 to 15 times higher current than that of the rated current, so it makes the malfunctioning 

of relays, circuit breakers and send the signal to operates for tripping which is undesirable as this is 

temporary phenomena pertains not more than 2 to 3 cycles [11]. 

IV. Methods to mitigate the inrush current 

Asymmetrical winding design: Such type of method used in designing transformer to minimize the 

inrush current by the use of asymmetrical winding. This method is totally different from old methods 

where equal stress occurred. The inrush current is reduced by increasing the inrush equivalent 

inductance by varying the proportion of internal coat to external coat in coil winding in transformer 

design. In transformer, the inrush equivalent inductance and leakage inductance were treated and 

analyzed as the essential parameters. [12]. 
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By using series compensator: In this method we can use of an inverter-based series compensator 

which comprised of series transformer and single-phase inverter. Such strategy is easier to practice 

because in this no information of the transformer parameters, power-on angle of circuit breaker and 

measurement of residual flux are needed. In this method, the compensating current injection on the 

secondary winding of the transformer is done by the series compensator. The polarity of the 

compensating current applied by the series compensator is opposite than that of the inrush current 

generated by the power transformer [13]. Value of residual flux  is shown below. 

 

Fig. 6 Inrush current peak for various residual flux without series compensator [13] 

Fig.5 and 6 show the residual flux in transformer primary winding without compensator and with 

compensator respectively. 

Sequential phase energization method: In this type of method the energization of all three phases of 

transformer are done at proper instant by the use of suitable means. In this case energization of each 

phase of transformer is done in sequential way (at calculated desired) so as to reduce the inrush 

current. If say for 50 Hz frequency, the suitable instant of energization in the transformer can be 

calculated as mentioned. For 50 Hz power supply voltage we can say that there are 50 cycles in one 

second. so 20msec is the time lapsed for one cycle. 

 

Fig. 7 Inrush current peak for various residual fluxes with series compensator [12] 

By that, 10 msec. is needed to complete the half cycle (180° degree), 5 msec. is for quarter cycle (90° 

degree). In given transformer say the closing sequence of circuit breakers (of all 3 phases)is  RYB, 

then the closing instant for the phase R voltage for the  90° is after 5 msec. assuming that we supply 

breaker of phase R will operated first as per the given sequence, Now the Next one breaker of phase Y 

is connected at 120° apart from phase R that means to have realization of  90° + 120° =210 , 

equivalent time needed for lapse of an angle 0° to 210° is 11.666666 msec. similarly after energization 

of phase Y ,phase B is energized at 120° from phase Y as equal to 210°+120°=330° which in turn 

need the time delay duration for 0° to 330° as  18.3333333 msec. [14] [15]. 
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Controlled switching method: For the reducing the inrush current in Power transformers, Controlled 

switching method is used by suitable instant switching on techniques. 

Basically the Inrush current will be minimal when the switching will be done for the applied voltage 

to the power transformer while the value of residual flux and the prospective /virtual flux of the core 

are being same.  

 

Fig. 8 Optimal controlled switching instant of transformer energization. 

 

 

For controlled energization of multi-phase transformers usually three methods are proposed. In all 

these three methods, closing of each phase winding is done without core saturation or inrush 

transients. 

 

                 

Fig. 9 Different possible Controlled Switching Instants 

 (1) Rapid Closing Strategy: In this method, first there will be closing of one phase and then the 

remaining both the phases are closed within quarter cycle. This needs the Information regarding 

following three: 

-The residual flux for entire three phases. 

-Breaker control of Independent pole. 

-Model of transformer transient performance.  

(2) Delayed Closing Strategy: In this method first closing of one phase and after the delay of more 2-3 

cycles, the remaining two phases were being closed. This needs the Information regarding following 

things: 

- The residual flux of any one phase.  

- Independent pole breaker control  

This method does not require any transformer parametric data or model of it for the transient 

phenomena. 

(3) Simultaneous Closing Strategy: Such methods requires the closing of all three phases 

simultaneously at an optimal instant for the given residual flux pattern. The independent pole breaker 

control is not needed here but the residual flux information in all three phases is needed. The residual 

flux values in two phases are seems high and follow the most conventional residual flux pattern. 

Every method has its own advantages and disadvantages. In actual scenario many factors can obstruct 

the goal achieving of total inrush current elimination. These factors include:    
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1. Irregularity in circuit breaker. 

2. Time for mechanical closing. 

3. Circuit breaker prestrike Effect. 

4. Erroneous residual flux measurement. 

5. Winding configuration or Transformer core which stop a best possible solution.  

6. Irregularity in mechanical closing times: All circuit breakers have some statistical abnormality 

in their time of mechanical closing varying from operation to operation. For a breaker designed 

for controlled closing, approximate closing time deviations are less than ± 1 ms [16 [17]. 

Virtual air gap: This strategy depends upon the applications of virtual air gap which equivalent 

thickness differs in function of controllable constraints changed to the configuration of magnetic 

circuit and the related control system. The AGW (air gap width)current is either set to a specific value 

using an external source, or a current sensor, in the main magnetization winding of the magnetic 

circuit [18]. Physically, the effects are observed on the experimental system are very similar to those 

of devices with a real built-in-air-gap. The originality of the method is in the control of the air gap 

thickness by the AGW current. Using an AGW always requires a magnetic circuit which is 

magnetized through a main winding. 

Pre fluxing method: In this method, the residual flux will be set to its maximum value and after that 

use of  pre-fluxing device to remove the residual flux in the transformer. Pre-fluxing method is 

performed into two parts: 

Step-1) when transformer is totally de-energized, residual flux is set to possible of its optimum value.  

Step-2) In second phase controlling of the circuit breaker for the energization of  the single phase 

transformer at any of one angle of 210° or positive residual flux, or 330° for negative residual flux. 

Use three pole circuit breaker is there for the three phase circuit breaker  

 

Fig. 10 Pre-fluxing device 

The pre-fluxing device is shown in above figure. That is made of a diode, capacitor, a fuse, and a 

switch. Pre fluxing device is employed only when the transformer is isolated from power system and 

connected across one of the winding of transformer. Charging of the pre-fluxing device will be done 

before transformer energization. Charging circuit disconnected from the device when the charging is 

finished, and transformer is connected to pre fluxing device through isolator 19] [20] [21]. 

By using ultra low frequency power source: In this strategy, reduction of the flux in core by 

supplying voltage to the tertiary winding before the actual energization of transformer primary 

winding. Low voltages of power frequency and high frequency are applied to tertiary winding of 

transformer to minimize the inrush current of transformer. It is equivalent of injecting a very low 

voltage(power frequency signal) into the tertiary winding so as prevent the flux of core entering in the 

region of deep saturation [22]. The minimization of residual flux of transformer is done by the help of 

a low power ultra-low frequency voltage source. Here the source is connected between any two out of 

three terminals points of the head of the feeder line. De magnetizing device is contains of power 

electronic switch, low voltage constant DC source and simple controller [23]. 

Bidirectional impedance type transformer inrush current limiter: When a transformer is energized, 

the BITICL instantaneously and automatically connects into the circuit to prevent the inrush current 

without using any control circuit. After reducing the transformer inrush current, the BITICL is 

bypassed automatically and the transformer seems to connect directly to the source voltage. Thus, 

when the transformer is loaded, almost no deformation in the steady-state load voltage and current 

waveforms due to the voltage-compensation effect in the limiter [24]. 

V. Conclusion: Different method for reduce the inrush current in transformer; a most suitable method 

is pre- fluxing method. In pre fluxing method calculation of residual flux is not necessary. But in 
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controlled switching method it required the calculation of residual flux. Asymmetrical winding design 

is considered at designing of transformer. It’s not useful for that transformer which already active in 

power system network. Pre fluxing device is used for those transformer which are executed in system. 
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